AZTEC SUPERTRACKS
RAW iGaming

GAME DETAILS
RTP: ~ 95.50%  -  AZTECSUPERTRACKS3J7
~ 94.50%  -  AZTECSUPERTRACKS7Y9
~ 90.00%  -  AZTECSUPERTRACKS0L4

Max Multiplier: ~ 5000x your bet
Reels: 9x7, bi-directional
Paylines: SuperTracks®

Aztec Supertracks® is an innovative game in which four Aztec heroes seek to collect gems and special offerings, to appease their angry gods and to preserve the world order. The pay mechanic is based on the RAW proprietary SuperTracks® mechanic.

The game has Gem Collection, Gem Multipliers, Instant Gem Awards and Symbol Modifiers, and a Free Spins feature with Progressive Multipliers.

Heroes move around the paths when connected tracks are formed and attempt to avoid nasty pitfalls and blockers. The panel respins if at least one hero collects at least one gem each spin. The game is played on a bi-directional, 9x7 panel that changes orientation to optimise itself for the device screen.

GAME FEATURES
Gem Collection – When connected pathway tiles form, the heroes move around the panel, they collect random god gems to offer to the gods who reward them with cash prizes.

Calendar Stone – If a hero collects the Calendar Stone feature, it multiplies the current balance of all the collected god gems by up to 50x.

Treasure Chest – When a hero collects a treasure chest, it awards either a random number of god gems or a human heart offering.

Deity Stone – If this appears on a panel which has no initial pathways for the heroes, it modifies the panel so that heroes can move onto the panel in search of god gems.

Humming Bird – Removes all Termination Tiles to protect heroes, giving them the chance to create significant god gem hauls.

Paradise Free Spins – When a human heart offering is collected, either from Treasure Chests or from the pathways, it appeases one god. After all 4 gods become appeased, they transcend one hero to paradise for the free spins bonus feature. In free spins, the hero can collect special Crystal Skulls which increase the win multiplier.

Bonus Rush® - Why wait for the bonus round, rush straight into the action with 2 Bonus Rush® options. It’s simple, choose your bonus, set your desired bet and start the action. Once started the bonus game plays out directly.

Clusterspin® - Increase your wins with Clusterspin®. Will you have a winning or losing round? Make extra cash either way. Play the Clusterspin® game and win extra, up to 1,000x your bet on top of your normal gameplay.
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